
 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION
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HRR216VYU
NEW!!! Featuring many of the features Honda users know and love at a
competitive price, the NEW (2014) HRR216VYU self-propelled Push
Mower is perfect for the residential user.

THE LATEST SELF-PROPELLED MOWER
Further cementing Honda’s reputation as one of the premier manufacturers of domestic lawnmowers, the new, 2014-introduced HRR216VYU
features a large, durable steel 21” cutting deck, which is lightweight and robust enough to easily manoeuvre around your lawn.

It’s equipped with a generous 67-litre catcher bag, meaning that you’ll spend less time emptying the catcher than you would with many competitor
models. Even if you only save yourself one trip to empty the catcher on each mow, your back will thank you in the long run.

No matter if you’re in the suburbs, in the country or on the land, if you’re after a reliable, long-lasting mower that’s backed to get the job done every
time, the HRR216 is for you.

POWER & ELEGANCE
The HRR216VYU is powered by the Honda Four-Stroke GCV160 overhead cam engine. Easy-starting, fuel efficient, and powerful, Honda’s
premium residential GCV160 engines are legendary for providing years of reliable service.

An auto choke feature ensures that your HRR216VYU will start first time every time, and lets you conveniently run the mower without adjusting the
choke or engine throttle.
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SPECS
 

Even the simple elements of a regular lawnmower are enhanced by Honda on the HRR216VYU. Each wheel offers six different heights for even
greater flexibility, and the large, 8-inch wheels with rear ball bearings offer better manoeuvrability, a smoother drive and increased durability than the
competition.

SMART DRIVE
The HRR216VYU Self-Propelled model’s Smart Drive control lets you easily adjust the mower’s speed, so that you can walk at your own pace. Just
point the mower in the direction you want to go, and walk behind!

Another first for Honda in Australia, the HRR216VYU features Honda’s exclusive twin blade MicroCut® System, which uses four cutting surfaces to
give you an extra advantage against your lawn.

Instead of the traditional two blades that offer one cutting edge each, the HRR216 has been designed to with four cutting surfaces resulting in ultra
fine clippings – perfect if you choose to mulch your clippings and rejuvenate them back into the soil.

CLIP DIRECTOR ARRIVES IN AUSTRALIA
For the first time in Australia, the HRR216VYU offers users a simple three-in-one system with Clip Director®. This system allows you to mulch, bag
or discharge your clippings with just one touch.

You can mulch your clippings, distributing them directly back into your lawn, or you can throw them straight into the bag like a conventional mower
design. Or if you want to save time by not emptying the catcher, you can simply discharge the clippings straight back into the soil behind the mower.

Just slide the Clip Director from side to side, and the HRR216VYU will do the rest!

SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT CODE HRR216VYU

MOW SAFE TECHNOLOGY Blade Brake

ENGINE GCV160



ENGINE SPEC OHV/OHC

START TYPE Re-coil

AUTO CHOKE Yes

SNORKEL No

CHASSIS Steel

CUTTING WIDTH 21" (533mm)

CUTTING HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

4 Wheels

CUTTING HEIGHT RANGE 6 Stages 30-100mm

SELF PROPELLED Yes- Smart Drive

SPEEDS Variable

WHEEL DIAMETER 200mm

GRASS CATCHER Yes

CATCHER CAPACITY 67 Litres

FUEL TYPE Unleaded

FUEL TANK CAPACITY 1.1 Litres

MULCHING CAPABILITY Yes

REAR DISCHARGE
CAPABILITY

Yes

WASH PORT No

RRP $779
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For terms and conditions please visit http://about.hondampe.com.au/Terms_and_Conditions

The information in this document is valid as of 01/12/2014. For the most up to date information please visit http://powerequipment.honda.com.au
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